Although APACKS manufactures an extensive line of packaging equipment in our LaPorte, Indiana facility, our goal is not to sell you a machine. Instead, we listen to your unique challenges and provide the best customized solutions for your application. The scalable design of APACKS fillers, cappers, conveyors, and labelers allows you to replace or add packaging stations to your existing line that will increase automation, speed up production, improve accuracy, reduce downtime and allow you to expand or reconfigure your line as your company grows.

“APACKS HAS SUPPLIED US WITH FILLING EQUIPMENT FOR OVER 6 YEARS . . . GREAT EQUIPMENT AND SUPER FAST TURNAROUND FOR PARTS AND SERVICE. GREAT COMPANY TO WORK WITH!”

Gary Wismar
Walker Tape Co., Inc.

IF YOU HAVE A NEED TO FILL, WE HAVE THE FILLER YOU NEED.

Whatever your product’s viscosity, pH, package shape or material, APACKS will help you match the right filler to your precise needs. We manufacture a filler for nearly every imaginable application . . . free flowing liquids, high viscosity thick liquids, foamy liquids, stringy products, corrosive liquids, products that have particulates or chunks, and even some dry products . . . with the exact level of automation that best suits your product and work flow.

APACKS Fillers
- Piston/Volumetric
- Pump/Positive Displacement
- Time Flow Gravity
- Overflow/Level Fill
- Mass Flow Meter
- Molten (candles, wax, lip balm, etc)
- Tube Fillers & Sealers
- Aerosol
- Drum & Tote
- Dry Product Fillers

“FILL IT. CAP IT. MOVE IT.”
Our customers routinely tell us how happy they are with their APACKS fillers. “Set up and programming are easy and quick . . . changeover times have been reduced to 15 minutes or less. Dialing in accurate fill weights only takes a few minutes.”

We design our fillers with intuitive adjustments and other smart features with you in mind. The faster you can start running bottles, the faster you see a return on your investment.

“THINGS ARE WORKING GREAT. IT’S NICE TO HAVE A PIECE OF EQUIPMENT THAT JUST RUNS! I’LL BE GIVING YOU MORE BUSINESS SOON.”

Don Luhr
Western Powders

MAKE IT HAPPEN!

THE RIGHT FILLER FOR YOUR PRODUCT
- Food Products
- Beverages
- Janitorial
- Industrial
- Agricultural
- Pharmaceuticals
- Cosmetics
- Paint & Coatings
- Petroleum Products
- Corrosives
- Hazardous Materials

IMPROVING YOUR CAPPING OPERATION MAY BE EASIER THAN YOU THINK . . . AND LESS EXPENSIVE. APACKS SPINDLE CAPPING MACHINES GIVE YOU A CHOICE OF AUTOMATIC OR SEMI-AUTOMATIC CONFIGURATIONS. WITH MORE FEATURES THAN CAPPERS COSTING TWICE AS MUCH, YOU COULD DRAMATICALLY INCREASE YOUR CURRENT CAPPING RATE.
APACKS works with customers of every size and in every stage of business from small start-up companies to Fortune 500 giants. We are committed to your success. Why? Because our best customers are successful companies that come back to us for more equipment as they grow. Whether it's a filler, capper, conveyor, rotary table or labeler to fit within your current line, a new multi-station packaging line, or a complete bottling plant, APACKS equipment is engineered to order. Where other manufacturers might try to sell you a machine because it is already in their warehouse, APACKS designs and builds competitively priced modular equipment tailored to your production needs and goals. And, while others say they provide turnkey service, APACKS actually does. Start to finish, from design and build with our equipment to integration of equipment made by our partner manufacturers to getting your product out the door, we'll do it all so you can do what you do best... make money.

WITH COMPLETE TURNKEY SOLUTIONS, NO ONE GETS YOUR LINE FROM CONCEPT TO REALITY FASTER THAN APACKS.

“I KNOW THIS IS ONLY A CONVEYOR BUT IT IS HEARTWARMING TO SEE AFTER 20 YEARS IN THIS BUSINESS A COMPANY’S TEAM EFFORT RESULTING IN AN EXCELLENT FINAL PRODUCT ‘FROM DOOR TO THE FLOOR.’”

Matt Mager
LVN

“I CANNOT SAY ENOUGH ABOUT THE BOTTLING LINE YOU MADE FOR US. THE DUAL-PISTON FILLER IS PERFECT. IT’S EASY TO USE AND EXTREMELY ACCURATE — THE BOTTLE INDEXING WORKS LIKE A CLOCK... THE CAPPER IS EASY TO SET UP AND ADJUSTMENTS ARE INTUITIVE. THE INK-JET CODER, INDUCTION SEALER AND LABELER WORK PERFECTLY.”

Mark Dellafera
Custom Seasonings, Inc.
“FILLING BOTTLES. MAKIN’ MONEY!”

Brandon Hammer, Director, RHI Company
If you have a liquid packaging problem or a special need, give us a call. Your APACKS team of professionals is ready to take on your toughest challenge! They will listen, really listen, to what you have to say. Most likely they will also ask you to send us a sample of your product, your packaging and your sketch or drawing of the finished product (or prototype if available) so we can work together to design and build an engineered solution. To make absolutely sure our equipment does exactly what you expect it to, every piece of APACKS equipment and every bottling line we design is staged in our plant and tested using your product. By doing this, your downtime during installation in your plant is minimized and your operation will flow smoothly when we’re done. The bottom line . . . cost savings for you. And, APACKS doesn’t charge you extra for this unique application guarantee.

BEFORE WE INSTALL A SYSTEM IN YOUR PLANT. . .

“WHAT I LIKE ABOUT APACKS IS THEIR ABILITY TO DESIGN AND ENGINEER EQUIPMENT FOR SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS WITHOUT COSTING BIG TIME MONEY.”
Greg Weeg, Director of Facilities
Weiman Products, LLC

“THIS UNIT WAS COMPLEX IN DESIGN AND IN ITS PRODUCT SPECTRUM, BY FAR THE MOST DIFFICULT I HAVE EVER TRIED TO PUT TOGETHER, AND I COULD NOT HAVE DONE IT WITHOUT YOUR HELP AND EXPERTISE IN THE EQUIPMENT AND OPERATION OF SUCH.”
Skip Cleek, Facility Manager
A Shared Use Commercial Kitchen
WE ASSEMBLE AND TEST IT IN Ours.
OUR MACHINES ARE BUILT TO THE HIGHEST STANDARDS . . . YOURS.

“APACKS HELPED ME BETTER UNDERSTAND LIQUID FOOD MANUFACTURING . . . I LIKE BEING ABLE TO HAVE APACKS AS A SINGLE SOURCE TO RELY ON FOR ALL MY PACKAGING NEEDS.”

Charlie Comeaux
Wow Wee, LLC

For APACKS, it’s not enough to manufacture equipment with more features for the price point. If it doesn’t stand up to the riggers and volumes of your packaging line, it really isn’t a good value is it? When you choose APACKS, you have our guarantee that the equipment we provide will perform reliably for many years to come.

Because the quality of our product is only as good as the components within it, you’ll recognize the reputable names or the premium components we use in our assemblies.

If one of your goals is reduced downtime due to equipment breakdowns, you’ll want to learn more about the APACKS Five-Star Guarantee.
After your equipment or line is installed, your APACKS technician stays onsite to watch your new equipment run smoothly and spend the time required to make sure your operators are trained and competent in running it. And, even after our specialist leaves your plant, APACKS is always close by and ready to give you prompt, courteous service when you need it.

APACKS SUPPORT CONTINUES IN MANY OTHER WAYS, INCLUDING:

- Installation/commissioning
- Field service
- Technical support
- Predictive maintenance
- Live, over-the-phone customer service
- Parts in stock and ready for immediate shipping
- Multiple options for making your investment manageable including referrals to preferred leasing companies and banks
- A solid warranty on lead time, equipment, workmanship, performance, and service response time
- A user-friendly website for online quote requests, equipment needs checklists, and other helpful resources
- Recommendations for ways to improve your line in the future

FOR INSTALLATION AND SERVICE, WE’RE NOT SATISFIED UNTIL WE EXCEED YOUR EXPECTATIONS.

NO MATTER HOW YOU DEFINE SERVICE, APACKS SETS THE STANDARDS FOR OTHERS TO FOLLOW.
What’s so special about La Porte, Indiana? It’s located in the heart of the Midwest . . . close to major shipping hubs . . . and it’s the home of APACKS. For you, our customer it means lower shipping costs and quick delivery to most U.S. destinations. It also gives you the honesty, integrity, determination and work ethic for which Hoosiers are known.

Our close relationship with PMMI assures that any ancillary products we might recommend for your packaging line are coming from other PMMI members who are expert partners with proven track records.

Although we’re happy to tell you all that APACKS can do for you, the best way to experience the APACKS difference is to put us to work for you. Call or visit our website for more details.

“WE STAND BEHIND EVERY APACKS TEAM MEMBER, EVERY DESIGN, EVERY PIECE OF EQUIPMENT WE MANUFACTURE. YOU ALSO HAVE OUR PERSONAL PROMISE TO WORK WITH YOU TO HELP YOUR COMPANY GROW BY PROVIDING PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY THAT EMPOWERS THE WAY YOU DO BUSINESS”

Todd Cannon
President

AMERICAN QUALITY. MIDWEST VALUES.
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